
Wamberal, 30 Dillon Road
Laid Back Single Level Living

Situated only a short walk away from the shores of Wamberal beach and nearby
lagoon, 30 Dillon Road is a tranquil single level, family home in the heart of one of
the Central Coast's most highly sought out pockets.

Featuring 3 well sized bedrooms, open plan spaces, an expansive north facing
backyard and undercover entertaining space, the premise possesses the idyllic
lifestyle qualities of coastal living, while in addition, also allowing for utmost
personalisation on the home. There is undoubtedly, ample opportunity to take
advantage of the flat block, and wide frontage to complete an array of
renovations, extensions, or a complete knock down and rebuild.

Moreover, the centrality of the home is an excellent quality for both families and
empty nesters. With public transport, primary and secondary schools all within
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immediate proximity, as well as the Wamberal village shops, there is utmost
convenience at your doorstep, while the central coast highway makes lengthier
distances completely accessible.

Undoubtedly comfortable and exceptionally kept, the light filled home is
surrounded by low maintenance yet eye capturing landscaping and exudes a
sense of comfort from the first encounter.

Features:
- Central location with multiple beaches, parks, public transport and village
shops within a 3-kilometre radius
- North facing backyard with storage shed, undercover deck and in ground
jacuzzi
- Potential for complete renovation or knock down and rebuild with wide block
frontage and a flat configuration
- Large front yard and low maintenance landscaped grounds
- 3 bedrooms, each with built in's, ceiling fans and hardwood flooring
- Main bathroom and tub with separate ensuite
- Newly painted interiors and exteriors
- Central living area with open plan kitchen and dining
- Central air conditioning and fireplace
- Ample natural light through out
- Kitchen with gas cooking and excellent storage
- Updated laundry with external access
- Exceptionally kept both internally and externally
- Storage room for maintenance equipment and ample on street parking

More About this Property

Property ID 1A6BGC1
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Property Type House
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Land Area 607 m²
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Including Air Conditioning
Close to Schools
Close to Shops
Close to Transport
Spa
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